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School Notices is a trusted, online
members club for independent
schools, parents and alumni. Members
can gain access to our free-to-post
Noticeboard to buy and sell anything
from uniforms to pets, sports kits to
saxophones, find property or look
for jobs.
25% of all revenue from advertising
within this magazine and on our
website is donated to our member
schools to go towards their charitable
causes and bursary funds. Think what
that could do for your school!
We are extremely proud to be
supporting over 160 schools with over
75,000 parents countrywide, so if you
or your school haven’t joined the club
yet, what are you waiting for?!
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SHOPPING

Gorgeous GIFTS
that don’t cost our earth

Each bracelet bought,
removes one pound of
rubbish from oceans
and coastlines

PROUDLY
MADE &
PRINTED IN
THE UK

Save 10%
with code
WELCOME10

4Ocean Bracelet
£19.99
shop.wwf.org.uk

Oak Leaf Phone Case
from £15
katemoby.com

ORGANIC &
ETHICALLY
CERTIFIED

Manuka & Lemon Tea Tree
Hand Cream £12.50
greenpeople.co.uk

FOR THE
BEES

Peter Pan Collar Shirt
in Sky White Rose £195
reallywildclothing.com

Seedball Bee Mix £6
seedball.co.uk
ATK All Terrain Kart £159.99
allterrainkart.co.uk

Elephant Dung
Stationery Set £11.95
paperhigh.com

RE-USEABLE
& ECOFRIENDLY
As seen on
Margot Robbie.
This fab suit is
made from at least
50 recycled
plastic bottles!

The Part-Time Vegetarian £20
oliverbonas.com

S’well Teakwood
Roamer Bottle £55
thehut.com

Rainbow Road OOSC
Women’s Ski Suit £190
oosc-clothing.com

FAIR TRADE
& 75%
ELEPHANT
DUNG
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Leading advisor
in the prime central
London property
market

Regarded as one of London’s leading property advisors in
prime central London, Alex Stroud has just been named
by Spears Wealth Magazine as one of the top ﬁve buying
agents in London for the third year in the row. Alex is
renowned for his honest and trustworthy advice relating
to property matters. His experience of over 30 years is
unrivalled, and he specialises in acquiring properties in
the £1.5 –£10m price range.
Taking advantage of the current weak market, Alex has
recently sourced some excellent properties, many of
which have been acquired as long-term investments for
children of his longstanding clients.

Alex Stroud Property Consultants
45 Pont Street
London SW1X 0BD
+44 (0)7584 038 000
www.alexstroud.com

Top Five London
Buying Property
Advisors
2017–2019

He was professional, very
efﬁcient and he found us the
perfect ﬂat that had not yet come
on to the market. We could
not have managed without him.
Alex has got a terriﬁc eye for
spotting a hidden gem. He found
us the most idyllic ﬂat and also
put us in contact with the best
solicitor, builder, project manager
and interior designer that we
could have dreamt of.
It is probably the best investment
we have ever made.

SHOPPING
Blue Ocean Plastics Silk Tie £69
reefknots.com
25% of sale proceeds
go directly to the Blue
Marine Foundation

Gerber Bear Grylls
Survival Bracelet £17.99
gooutdoors.co.uk

MADE
FROM
LEAVES!

HANDMADE
IN THE UK
& CONFLICT
FREE

Backpack in Green Leaf
Leather £72.94
thamon.co

Gold Plated Silver
Dragonfly Earrings £125
jandcmartin.com

The Kids Spring 2019 collection from Stella
McCartney translates Stella’s vegetarian
and environmentally-friendly ethos into fun
vegetable motifs, characterful “Veg Gang”
graphics and nature-themed prints.

GET CLOSER
TO NATURE

stellamccartney.com

ORDER
DIRECTLY
FROM THE
BEES!

Nature Trail Binoculars £3.95
rexlondon.com

HELP TO RAISE
AWARENESS FOR
ENDANGERED
POLAR BEARS

Manuka Honey £25, email
manukadirect@gmail.com

Wigiwama Play Tent £125
barneyandbeau.com

Women’s Merino Wool
Bear Sweater £200
perfectmoment.com
100%
VEGAN
SUEDE

Norah Vegan Stilettos £99
beyond-skin.com

This reusable A-frame tent converts to
a clothes hanger - how cool is that!
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Castaway
KING

Award-winning broadcaster, adventurer, author
and UN Patron of the Wilderness, Ben Fogle is
a national treasure. We speak to Ben, alumnus
of Bryanston School, about how it all began…
Tell us about your time at
Bryanston and did it impact on
your future career?
Bryanston gave me the
confidence to follow my dreams.
I wasn’t sporty or academic but
Bryanston gave me the chance to
be who I am, not what the state
wants me to be.
Were your school days happy?
I was desperately homesick for
the first year, debilitatingly so,
but I persevered with the help
of my housemaster Mr Long. It
turned into the best experience of
my life. I loved it. My Bryanston
friends are still some of my
closest friends.
Have you always loved nature
and animals?

Being the son of a vet, instilled
a love of animals and summers
spent in Canada created a
passion for the wilderness.
Is there one person in your life
who has inspired you the most?
My parents are my greatest role
models. My mother has worked
hard all her life as an actress and
has a great work ethic. My father
too has worked all his life caring
for animals.
What made you decide to do
Castaway 2000?
I was looking for adventure. I had
just graduated from university
and I was still living at home.
I loved the idea of living as
Robinson Crusoe for a whole
year. It seemed like the most
amazing opportunity.
What was the hardest part of
being on Taransay?
Being cut off from the rest of the
world. We had no phones, emails
or visitors. It was hard being
away from friends and family.
What was the lowest moment of
your many great adventures?
I’ve had plenty of tough
moments. The time we ››

Crossing the deserts of the Empty
Quarter in the Middle East.
Left: Ben with his father.

INTERVIEW
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INTERVIEW

capsized while rowing across
the Atlantic, when we found
ourselves on a crevasse field in
Antarctica and oxygen bottle
failures on Everest.
Your most rewarding challenge?
I think the Atlantic Row was
one of the toughest and therefore
most rewarding of my challenges.
Your toughest expedition?
They are all tough in their own
way. Everest was dangerous, the
Atlantic was monotonous and
Antarctica was a war of attrition.
What is the most frightened
you have ever been?
Swimming with wild crocodiles
in Botswana without a cage or
chainmail was terrifying.
What is the worst thing you’ve
had to eat?
I have eaten most things.
Surstromming must rate as
the worst thing, I can’t stand
the smell and it still makes
me wretch.
Which three characters would

“I strive to add
life to my days not
days to my life”
Crocodile infested waters in
Botswana, conquering Everest,
mum actress Julia Foster,
conquering the Atlantic with
James Cracknell, with wife
Marina and children Ludo
and Iona.

you most like to be castaway
with fictional, alive or dead?
Attenborough, Palin and Castro.
Is there one item you always
take everywhere with you?
I always travel with Marmite.
Which TV show did you enjoy
making the most?
The Secrets of Scott’s Hut and Make
Me a New Face were highlights.
How do you relax?
Walking with my family and
dogs in the British countryside.
How do you inspire children to
get outdoors and explore?
By storytelling, sharing my tales
and getting them excited for the
natural world.
Which charities and causes are
close to your heart?

I’m UN Patron of the Wilderness
and ambassador for The British
Red Cross and WWF.
What drives you on?
I strive to add life to my days not
days to my life.
Your motto for life?
If you haven’t failed you haven’t
been trying hard enough.
Next mountain to climb?
I’m launching my first children’s
book and also going on a Tales
from the Wilderness UK tour in
February/March.
Ben’s new book Mr Dog
and the Rabbit Habit
is available from March
at bookstores nationwide.
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HIGHLIGHT

S

OVERVIEW
The hotel boasts nine pools in the
heart of the resort with children’s
area and water slides.

ACCOMMODATION
Deluxe Family Rooms offer a double or
twin bedroom, bathroom with shower
and bathtub, a patio and private garden.

KIDS
The Children’s Wonderland includes
two paddling pools, a nursery,
and miniature play town.

COMPETITION

WIN a family holiday

to the incredible
Forte Village in Sardinia!
One lucky family has the chance to win a five-night stay at this beautiful
resort with half board and flights included*

Enjoy the best of Italy
Immersed in the outstanding natural beauty of
the south coast of Sardinia, Forte Village is a
‘one of a kind’ resort, spread over 47 hectares
of privately gated grounds and set alongside a
safe, soft, white sand beach.
Forte Village provides a truly wonderful family
holiday, perhaps that is why they have been
voted by travel agents as the ‘World’s Leading
Resort’ every year since 1998.

www.fortevillageresort.com

DINING
21 restaurants for you to enjoy,
from Michelin-starred fine dining to
family friendly restaurants.

HOW TO ENTER
To enter this amazing competition, you must
be a registered member of School Notices.
Join us and then email

competition@schoolnotices.co.uk

Please include your name, affiliated school
and put “Forte Village” in the subject line.
Good Luck!
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Competition closes 29.03.19. One entry per household. Max of two adults
and two children (under 12 years) staying in a family room. *Half board
to include breakfast and dinner (drinks excl.). Stay must be taken in 2019
subject to availability excluding July and August but including May and
October half terms. Flights included (excludes airport transfers). Prize
includes daily use of the thalassotherapy circuit in the spa for the adults.
No cash alternative. For full Terms and Conditions visit
https://blog.schoolnotices.co.uk/category/competitions/

ACADEMIES
Over 15 different sporting
academies run by sporting legends
such as Will Greenwood.

SPA
The Acquaforte Spa has a unique
circuit of six Thalasso pools and
luxury spa treatments.

Bang on target

In anticipation of the Holland & Holland School Notices Independent
Schools Clay Pigeon Championships, Olympic shooting gold medallist,
Richard Faulds MBE speaks to Noticed about clay pigeon shooting and
the benefits of starting shooting early
How did you get into shooting?
Growing up on the family farm,
my father shot game, so he
bought me some lessons for my
ninth birthday.
Can you remember your first
lesson? What was it like?
It was with the “late” Tony

Duffield, who was a family friend
and shooting instructor near
Chichester in West Sussex. I hit
19 out of 25 and was hooked!
After that I wanted to shoot at
every opportunity I got.
What do you enjoy most about
shotgun shooting?

I enjoy the competitive side,
social side and with game
shooting it’s about being in
the countryside and learning
about nature, fieldcraft and
conservation. It’s a sport you can
be involved in, to whatever level
you wish.

INTERVIEW

Many people feel it’s a difficult
sport to get in to. What would
you say to people who are
looking to start out?
The most important thing
to consider is to get proper
coaching if possible. This is the
key to getting off on the right
foot, learning about safety, gun
handling and getting a good
technique early on.
How did you go from shooting
with your family to competing
nationally?
I started having lessons and
progressed very quickly to
competing at weekends. It all
snowballed from there!
What was it like winning the
2000 Summer Olympics in the
Men’s Double Trap?
The highlight of my career. It was
a moment in time that I never
thought would happen, but
had always hoped would! The
countless days, weeks, months
and years of training all paid off.
Never give up on your dreams!
What training did you have to
do before competing?
It was a mixture of individual
non-competitive training,
training camps abroad and
competitions with fellow team
members. I would be practising
five days a week and shooting
anywhere from 500 to 600
targets a day. Obviously, there
was some down time too!
Did you have to prepare yourself
mentally in any way?
I was one of the first shooters
in the world to use a sport
psychologist when training,
working with Professor Peter

Going for Gold!

1986

Started shooting at 9

1993

Became Junior Champ at 16

1996

First competed in the
Olympics

2000

Won Gold in the Sydney
Olympics
Terry. He knew nothing about
shooting and I knew nothing
about sports psychology so we
were both on an equal footing.
We got on really well.
We talked a lot about how
I was thinking and feeling and
it definitely helped me qualify

“The countless
days, weeks,
months and years
of training all paid
off. Never give up
on your dreams!”
for the Olympics. Now sports
psychology plays a massive part
in people’s training.
Given the success you’ve had
throughout your career, what
advice would you give for
budding young sportsmen?
The best piece of advice I can
give to young kids interested in
sport is to try lots of different
things. I was very lucky to
discover shooting and find that
I was good at it straight away.
Find out what you’re good at and
what you enjoy. Then, try and
get the best coaching you can to
help you learn and understand
more about the sport you love.

Richard will be joining us at the Holland & Holland School Notices
Independent Schools Championships. Taking place on 21st March 2019, the
event will bring children, parents and alumni together for a fantastic day of
competition whilst enjoying the shooting
grounds in Greater London. For more
information, call the Holland & Holland
Shooting Grounds: 01923 825349
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PROMOTION

I can’t hear myself think!
Why does a child working hard at school struggle to achieve
results? Sarah Warley of The Key Clinic explains how it could
be down to hearing and offers a life changing solution
Smart child, but
underperforming? It may
sound obvious, but have you
ever thought it may have
something to do with their
hearing? Regular hearing tests
only check for hearing loss, but
many difficulties with auditory
processing have nothing to do
with this.
‘Hypersensitive hearing’
can make a child very
distractible, as it is impossible
for them to filter out
background noises.

‘Distortions’ in hearing
mean that a child cannot hear
all parts of language at the same
volume - a bit like trying to
listen to the teacher on a mobile
phone with poor reception.
‘Laterality problems’
mean switching focus from
one ear to the other in order
to tune into different parts of
language. This has the effect
of jumbling up the order in
which phonemes are actually
heard and processed. Imagine
a combination of all three
difficulties… no wonder it’s hard
to pay attention and understand
what a teacher is saying!
Telltale signs of
auditory difficulties
are tiredness at the
end of the school
day, headaches,
lack of focus, poor
spelling/reading,
speech/language
difficulties,

“My son is a completely
different child having been
through Auditory Therapy. It is
a joy to see him thriving and full
of confidence. We feel so lucky
that The Key Clinic has crossed
our path. Thank you so much.”
West Berkshire Mother

difficulties following instructions
and underperformance. Children
are unlikely to say they have a
hearing problem, as they know
no different, the only way to be
sure is accurate testing.
The good news is that it does
not have to be a life sentence.
You can train the ears to hear
in a more normal way, through
a 10 day Auditory programme,
listening to specially
modulated/filtered music twice
a day for 30 minutes. This gives
the muscles and reflexes in
the ears a physical work out,
helping them hear much more
accurately.

Also available to do in the comfort of your own home
The Key Clinic 01635 761565
Monday - Friday from 9am - 5.30pm,
email admin@thekeyclinic.co.uk
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PROFILE

OCEANSTHREE
Roz Savage MBE is the first woman to have rowed solo across the
Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans. She’s a passionate environmental
advocate, writer, speaker, Guinness World Record holder and fellow of
the Royal Geographical Society. Amanda Morison speaks to Roz about
her adventures, environmental work and her network The Sisters

Y

ou might expect someone who
has rowed across three oceans to
have been the kind of child who
captained her school hockey team
to endless glories, but Roz Savage
admits, “I was not the one being picked for teams.
And as an under-confident child if there’s one
message I’d like to pass on it’s that you don’t need
to be an adventurous child to be a confident and
adventurous adult”. Roz, however, was ambitious
and determined – “I was good at getting badges at
Brownies” – and good at what she terms, “Forrest
Gump sports”. She would run and run until told to
stop, and perhaps this early determination helped
Roz keep going until she bumped into a continent
or island during her three ocean-going voyages.

Roz’s studies got her into University College
Oxford, where she read Law and earned two
half-blues for – surprise, surprise – rowing! On
graduation she worked as a management consultant
for 11 years. Eventually she realised there was a
mismatch between who she felt she was and who
she was pretending to be. Inspired by The 7 Habits
of Highly Effective People Roz wrote two versions
of what might happen at her funeral: a version of
what she wanted people to say and the second what
they would say if life continued its present course.
“Morbid maybe, but was anyone going to say, ‘She
was an amazing management consultant!’ at my
funeral?” Roz felt there was nothing satisfying in
her career, and she wanted to live, “a courageous
life, to hopefully leave the world a slightly better ››
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PROFILE

“If there’s one message
I’d like to pass on it’s
that you don’t need to
be an adventurous child
to be a confident and
adventurous adult”
place, and have a lot of fun and adventure”.
To this end she quit her job in 2003 and
spent three months travelling around Peru.
Seeing receding glaciers at first hand brought
an environmental epiphany. Desperate to raise
awareness of climate change Roz’s ideas “bumped
into each other” when she became friends with, “A
guy who had rowed across the Atlantic with his
mother, and I realised you didn’t need a big bushy
beard to have an adventure”. Roz decided rowing
solo across oceans would give her the experiences
she needed to raise environmental awareness
through blogs, talks and further books.
Roz’s first solo, self-powered ocean voyage
took over a year of planning. New to adventure,
she managed her fear by “planning the heck out
of it”. Excel spreadsheets tracked everything she
ate and drank, her exercise and heart rate. Was it
time well spent? “Probably not, in practical terms,

but I wanted to do everything as professionally as
humanly possible, to build the belief that I could
actually do this. But I don’t think anything can
prepare you for spending months alone at sea”.
Roz had to be self-reliant for each of her three
ocean crossings. Food was planned in terms of
calories per cubic cm with freeze-dried meals, nuts,
and beansprout seeds to grow. “After crossing the
Atlantic I ended up addicted to sugar. It’s fine to
eat sugary snacks when you need 5,000 calories
a day, but after losing two stone
while at sea I put it all back on,
and then some, on dry land!”
Her Atlantic music playlist also
went awry. Electronics were
solar powered and there wasn’t
enough sunshine during the
first month for anything but
2003
cchu, Peru
Pi
u
h
ac
essentials – water purification
M
and GPS satellite. After a month
of silence there were two sunny days of music and
then the stereo abruptly stopped: it had rusted
in the hostile sea salt environment. But this was
nothing compared to what else nature threw at her.
“It was brutal. 2005-2006 was the roughest year
ever for storms, which included Hurricane Katrina.
Never mind getting into the smooth, meditative
rhythm I’d imagined. I was terrified. It took weeks
to believe the boat wasn’t going to break up.”
The physical environment was testing, and
the mental landscape even worse: “I suffered ››

RECORDBREAKER
Roz currently holds the following four world records:

1
2
3
4

Longest ocean row by a female solo
154 days, finished Oct 2011
First female to row the Pacific ocean solo
Finished June 2010
Most days at sea by a female ocean rower
510 days by Oct 2011
First female to row three different oceans
2005-06 Atlantic, 2008-2010 Pacific, 2011 Indian
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SAVE 20%
ON ACCOMMODATION COSTS*

MAGICAL

Mauritius

Trust your luxury holiday to the Indian Ocean specialists
Choose Beachcomber for
your luxury holiday, wedding
or honeymoon and you’re
guaranteed a spectacular
setting. As the first hotel
company on Mauritius, we were
able to hand-pick the most
idyllic locations for our eight
superb hotels. Then we added
a host of magical ingredients
to make your stay just perfect:

Mauritius is the island dreams
are made of. Glorious palmfringed beaches, crystal
lagoons, verdant peaks and
an exotic mixture of cultures
and cuisines all waiting to be
discovered. Once experienced,
the charm of this enchanting
island will stay with you
forever, and we’ll help you
make the most of it.

• Luxurious accommodation
• Delectable cuisine
• Soothing spas
• Championship golf courses
• Fun and free children’s clubs
• Fantastic water sports
• Outstanding all-inclusive options
• Fly direct with Air Mauritius
from Heathrow and enjoy superb
hospitality from the moment
you board

Start planning your magical Mauritius holiday today.
Call us on 01483 445 632 or visit www.beachcombertours.uk
* 20% saving applies to accommodation
costs at the Beachcomber Hotels, book
ćĀŏ 5/ŏ%*ŏ 2*!Č travel by 31 ! 201Ċ.

MAURITIUS

SEYCHELLES

1560 BCT School Notices Advert.indd 1

DUBAI

ABU DHABI

MOROCCO

FRENCH RIVIERA

23/01/2018 14:58

PROFILE

“Generally as humans we have a feeling we are
separate and superior to nature, but we are part
of it and if we don’t have a healthy planet we
aren’t going to have healthy humans”

PHOTOGRAPHY: WIKIPEDIA, SHUTTERSTOCK

overwhelming panic and depression and had to
come up with ways to deal with the negative
voices”. Roz coped by acknowledging that she had
wanted to get out of her comfort zone. “Feeling so
uncomfortable physically and psychologically was
where I was going to grow as a person – it was a
good thing that I was hating every moment.” Roz
recalls actor Denholm Elliott’s quote to, “Surprise
yourself every day with your own courage.”. “And,
slightly glibly, I always ask myself, “How hard can
it be?!”. I had a weather expert on call to keep me
updated, and whenever I was having a bit of a
whinge, he’d remind me that if it was easy everyone
would be doing it. It doesn’t have to be fun to be
fun… When I look back I feel proud and privileged
to have had these incredible experiences”’.
Asked who she would like to row across an
ocean with, Roz suggested someone who could sing
because it would be good to have entertainment
in case the stereo broke down again: “Perhaps
Robbie Williams because he’d be good fun and
Michael Palin. I once had lunch with him to talk
about waves and he’s charming and twinkly and
used to a bit of hardship while travelling. Sir David
Attenborough would be wonderful, but at his age
I probably shouldn’t take him out to sea. I like the
Obamas, so could I take both of them?”
Ocean rowing days are behind her, but Roz

Look out for The Sisters
Having rowed across three oceans Roz Savage realised
that she could achieve more than she’d ever thought
possible. She also believes that if she’s not a little
scared then she’s not aiming high enough. Hence her
audacious vision to change the world by harnessing
the strength of the world’s women. The Sisters will
bring together women from around the world, offering
support, empowerment and a vision of a more equal
world. Visit the website to find out more.
thesisters.global

ROZ’SDREAMTEAM
still does some work around plastic pollution and
is delighted to see it hitting public awareness –
“In this country, anyway”. She cites Sir David
Attenborough’s Blue Planet as doing a fantastic
job, and admires Wastebuster.co.uk: “It’s about
waste reduction and is targeted at kids”. She feels
the “tragedy of plastic pollution” is as simple and
as difficult as changing the thinking. “Generally
as humans we have a feeling we are separate and
superior to nature, but we are part of it and if we
don’t have a healthy planet we aren’t going to have
healthy humans. Why would anyone think it’s ok to
chuck a bottle out of the window at a traffic light?”
“If I can inspire anyone, it’s to say that it’s OK
to feel scared, daunted and overwhelmed, but just
keep taking one stroke at a time and keep going.
The Sisters is in rapid development and should
launch in a big way in 2019.”
So: a new ideal, the end of plastic pollution, and
a mutually supportive society. In the words of one
who has already achieved the impossible at least
three times: “How hard can it be?!”.
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Natural
WONDERS
Be a supernatural beauty with products that harness the
powers of plants, says our beauty expert Sarah Barclay

1. The new Wild Flowers & Weeds limited edition
collection by Jo Malone gives us five fresh, crisp and
pretty colognes blending notes of nettle, willow,
hemlock and a rainbow array of lupin flowers.
Available from March at £49 each.
jomalone.co.uk
2. Bamford’s divine sleep range includes the
somnolence-inducing B Silent Night-Time Organic
Temple Balm, £20, and a B Silent one-hour sleeppreparing treatment, £120, at the Haybarn spas in
London and Gloucestershire. bamford.com

1

3. Prep feet for summer exposure with L’Occitane’s
Intensive Foot Balm, made with Fair Trade shea
butter, £22. uk.loccitane.com
4. Eco-friendly Bramley harnesses the therapeutic
properties of plants. Spritz a pillow with a lavender,
yarrow and chamomile-drenched Sleep Spray, and
calm bedtime frenzies using the kids’
line of gently aromatic,
natural goodies. From £16.
bramleyproducts.co.uk
5. Herbivore looks gorgeous,
smells wonderful and its
packaging is 100% recyclable.
Give skin a radiance boost

with their Prism Natural Fruit Acid Glow Potion.
From £52. libertylondon.com
6. Cool Aussie brand Dr Roebuck’s Collagen Boosting
Eye Treatment hits the sweet spot of deflating,
refreshing and nourishing. Perfect this season when
we’re all emerging from central heating. £35.
spacenk.com
7. Botanicals are key to Sisley’s superior formulas.
Add a pop of ‘winter is over’ with new L’Orchidee
Corail blush. £70.50. johnlewis.co.uk
8. Inspired by 19th century arborist William Walker
Wildsmith, Wildsmith skincare uses hi-tech
botanicals. Their clever Active Repair Radiance
Polisher uses rosehip and cranberry seed powder to
target ageing. £25. spacenk.com
9. Smooth away winter debris with Elemental
Herbology’s new Balance Skin Resurfacing Pads
that use fruit acids to brighten. £30.
elementalherbology.com
10. Romilly Wilde’s skincare, fragrance and candle
collection includes an Advanced Super Serum which
packs an impressive rejuvenating punch. It’s 100%
natural and vegan with no chemical enhancers or
preservatives. £110. romillywilde.com

2
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A DV E RT I S I N G F E AT U R E

Over The Threshold
Record Inheritance Tax bills are a reminder of the need for good estate planning.

T

here are few more confusing
– or unpopular – taxes than
Inheritance Tax (IHT). For older
generations, the prospect of paying up
to 40% tax on what they leave behind is
difficult to contemplate. For some children
and grandchildren, grappling with IHT is
something they are ill-equipped to do.
Yet more and more families are having
to deal with IHT. The latest figures show
that IHT receipts reached £5.2 billion in
the 2017/2018 tax year. HMRC’s latest
estimates show a year-on-year increase of
£400 million.1
The rise reflects the surge in residential
property prices as well as the strong
recovery in other asset values over the past
decade which has dragged more households
into the IHT net. From April 2018, the
residence nil-rate band rose to £125,000,
for those who qualify, and it will increase
incrementally each year until it is worth
£175,000 in 2020.
Coupled with the fact that the first
£325,000 of an individual’s estate is exempt
from IHT, this will mean that, subject to
certain conditions, a married couple and
civil partners could have a combined taxfree estate worth £900,000 – a figure
that will rise to the million-pound mark
by 2020/21.2

Despite this, at the heart of this problem
remains the simple fact that IHT could be
considered a voluntary tax; the Treasury
relies on inertia and people’s reluctance to
confront the issue.

We are holding Estate Planning
surgeries, strictly by appointment
in March and April in local regions.
These are held in the strictest
confidence without obligation.
Call 020 3605 1205 for
more information or your
complimentary guide to
Trust and Estate Planning.

WITH CA REFU L I HT
PLANNING, MO RE
WEALTH C O U LD B E
RETAINED TO SU PPO RT
FUTURE GENERATI O NS.
The boost to the Treasury’s coffers is a
reminder of the damaging effect death
duties can have on families’ plans to create
and pass on wealth when there are perfectly
legitimate ways of mitigating IHT through
careful financial planning. It is essential
to regularly review your Will*. A well
drafted Will enables planning to take place
ensuring tax liabilities are minimised and
your estate passes to intended beneficiaries.
The mitigation of IHT does not require highpowered tax planning; only willingness to
discuss the issue, take action and make use of
the many options available, establishing trusts
where appropriate; and making use of annual
exemptions e.g gifting. Grandparents might
also want to consider other solutions to help
increase the funds created for grandchildren
while reducing the value of their estates.

The end of the tax year approaches and before
allowances and exemptions are lost for this
tax year - 2018/2019 - take action to discuss.
If you are uncertain about where you stand
regarding IHT and would like to know
more about how to prevent much of your
money falling into the hands of HMRC,
please make contact via the below details.
The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs
from taxation, can change at any time and
are dependent on individual circumstances.
Will writing involves the referral to a
service that is separate and distinct to
those offered by St. James’s Place and
along with Trusts are not regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority.

*

1
2

gov.uk - HMRC tax receipts, 24 April 2018
gov.uk/inheritance-tax, April 2018
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The Partner is an Appointed Representative of and represents only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) for the purpose of advising solely on the
group’s wealth management products and services, more details of which are set out on the group’s website www.sjp.co.uk/products. The ‘St. James’s Place Partnership’ and the title
‘Partner’ are marketing terms used to describe St. James’s Place representatives.
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INTERVIEW

Just TRI it and see…
As the anchor on BBC Breakfast, Louise Minchin (alumna of St Mary’s
Ascot) is one of the country’s best-known news presenters. She is also a
passionate triathlete who rediscovered a love of competitive sport and
ended up representing Britain as part of Team GB
From breakfast sofa to Team
GB triathlete. How did that
come about?!
In an Olympic-inspired contest
(2012) the BBC Breakfast
team were challenged to a
cycling competition around a
velodrome. I’d never thought
of cycling as a sport I could
do – me in lycra?! – but despite

finding everything terrifyingly
steep and difficult, I loved it. A
friend suggested I try triathlon
and it went from there.
Were you a sporty child?
Yes. I was in all teams except
hockey. I was a competitive
swimmer till I was 15 when
I stopped almost overnight. I
really cringe when I admit this

but it was 100% about body
image. I looked in the mirror
and thought my shoulders were
looking big. I wish I’d known
sport would have helped get me
through my O Levels.
Did you like school?
My children would probably
be horrified to hear this, but I
loved school work and exams. ››
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Top down: With BBC Breakfast co-presenter
Charlie Stait in the velodrome December
2012, Louise’s husband David and daughters
Scarlett and Mia, The moment Louise
qualified for Team GB Rutland Water 2015,
Right: 2016 European Champs in Lisbon

I enjoyed Spanish, English,
History and, although I’m no
good at maths, I did economics
for A Level. I’ve always been
interested in why things happen.
Even aged 10 my bedtime
listening was The World Tonight.
You are lyrical about being,
“Fitter, stronger, happier…”.
What’s the best way to make
that first step?
Get on those trackie bottoms
you’ve had for 25 million years!
The great thing about running
is that you can do it anywhere
and the Couch to 5k App is
non-intimidating and brilliant.
Join a running club, or sign
up to parkrunUK – it’s genius,
free and amazing. If you think
triathlons might be for you
there are clubs all over the
country. They’ll take swimmers
who can only swim a length of
breaststroke and get them to
1,500 metres.

How do you motivate your two
daughters?
Sport England research revealed
that if mothers exercise,
daughters will too. I’ve taken it
to an extreme but I hope that
my girls will be able to see how
exercise makes me feel.
When training do you follow a
strict diet?
Not as such, but I’m conscious
about what I need to eat to fuel
the training. I hydrate well and
eat protein after exercising so I
don’t lose muscle – something
like a peanut butter sandwich.
I’m conscious about avoiding
sugar, but I do like chocolate.
Does sport help your daily life?
In challenging times it’s a
brilliant way of distracting your
brain. I don’t listen to music
when I run because I’ll work
through a problem instead, or
just have a rest from Twitter,
and emails etc. It’s like a mini

“I’ d never thought of cycling as a sport
I could do – me in lycra?! – but despite
finding everything terrifyingly steep
and difficult, I loved it.”
How did you motivate yourself
during the early days?
By making it impossible to
get out of training! I’d get my
husband to drop me at the pool
and pick me up two hours later.
Or drop me three miles from
home so I’d have to run back.
Some people find it works to
train with someone so they
won’t let them down.

break from technology.
Do you have a motto for life?
Not really, but I break things
down. “Just keep running
towards that tree. Just count to
ten.” I did the same thing with
big exams at school: “do this
essay and then think about the
next one. Work for 15 minutes
and then have a break.” At times
during Patagonman it was so

INTERVIEW

GIVE IT A TRI
Louise Minchin’s Go-To
Fitness Resources
“If I can do it I have no doubt
you can too. Check out these
useful contacts, and with any
luck we will be competing
alongside one another in the
not too distant future.”
Women in Sport empowers
women and girls through sport
womeninsport.org
To find out more about triathlon
in Great Britain visit
britishtriathlon.org
To find a ‘beginner’ triathlon in
your area visit
active.com/triathlon/beginner
For information on local running,
cycling and triathlon clubs visit
timeoutdoors.com/clubs

PHOTOGRAPHY: © BBC PICTURES

For information on wild swimming
and a calendar of events visit
outdoorswimmingsociety.com

hard I was literally counting in
twos, and I’ve had endless bike
crashes, terrifying swims and
self-doubt along the way.
Your most recent challenge?
I finished my first Iron Man,
Patagonia’s Patagonman, over
the Christmas holidays. It
involved a 3.8km swim down
a fjord after jumping off a
ferry, a 108km bike ride into
the foothills of the Andes and
an off-road marathon up a
couple of mountains. I wanted
to do it for the challenge and
because when I left university
25 years ago, I worked as a
translator in a tiny Patagonian
town. Coming up to my 50th

birthday I happened to see a
tweet mentioning Patagonman
taking place in the town where
I’d spent such happy months. It
felt like fate.
What next?
I guess I am always looking for
the next high (it kind of goes
with the day job!), but it’s not
necessarily going to be a race.

My 17-year-old daughter wants
to take up walking in the Welsh
hills and that’s really inspired
me. One of the best things we
ever did as a family was relocate
from London to Chester. The
countryside is stunning and
I doubt I’d have had such a
successful fitness story if I
hadn’t had it to explore.

Read Louise’s inspiring f itness journey in Dare to Tri:
My Journey from the BBC Breakfast Sofa to GB
20%
Team Triathlete. Chapters include details of being
off
talked out of a portaloo by her daughter when she got
nervous before a race, and the, “utterly absurd and
totally brilliant” moment she realised she had a chance
of competing for her country.
Save 20% at schoolnotices.co.uk/offers
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At HSBC Private Banking, we can
help secure, grow and sustain your
family wealth for generations to
come. As part of HSBC’s
worldwide network, we are in a
unique position to connect you
with the right businesses, people
and opportunities to achieve the
impact and outcome you need.
We have been trusted for
generations by generations,
so whether you need day-to-day
transactional services or advice
on investments and lending,
we’re on hand to offer support
where and when you need it.

There’s no time like
the present to talk
about what happens
in the future

Make planning for your children’s
education become part of your
long-term wealth strategy and start
building the legacy you and your
family desire.

Find out how we can help
by calling 020 7860 5000
or visit hsbcprivatebank.com

Together we thrive
© HSBC Private Bank (UK) Limited 2018. All rights reserved. Registered in England, number 499482, VAT no. GB 365 6845 14. Registered office:
8 Canada Square, London E14 5HQ. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the
Prudential Regulation Authority.

Dreaming of

DRAGONS

Cressida Cowell’s How to Train Your Dragon series has sold over 7
million copies worldwide and inspired a generation of young readers.
Alumna of Marlborough, she talks to Amanda Morison about the
importance of letting children be creative in the classroom and going
wild in the great outdoors

C

ressida
Cowell
island. In true Swallows &
read English at
Amazons-style, Cowell and her
Oxford
(Keble
siblings roamed and sailed free
College)
and
all day. She feels that humans
went on to Saint
are hard-wired to explore, and
Martin’s School of Art and
without it there would be no
Brighton University to study art.
creativity. “I worry about children’s
Asked which is more important
access to nature. Nature writer
to her work, the words or the
Robert Macfarlane describes how
illustration she admits, “I can’t
the Oxford English Dictionary
imagine one without the other.
has stopped printing words like
I draw maps to make the setting
bluebell and acorn and replaced
feel like a real place, and write and
them with broadband and blog. If
sketch the characters to get a sense
you lose these words it’s symbolic
of what they’re like”. This brings
with losing touch with the
to mind other author / illustrators,
countryside”.
not least J.R. Tolkien who Cowell
While children might dream
believes was inspired by his time
of visiting Burke, How to Train
Setting off on an island adventure in
on archaeological digs. “It was Above:
Your Dragon’s fictional island,
the 1970s. Cressida pictured as a child on her
riddled with holes which may family’s Hebridean island. Right: Inspiring young
Cowell admits that social services
of Vale Primary School pupils in
well have given him ideas for the imaginations
would arrest you if you tried
Little Hurst Wood, Surrey through her passion for
Hobbit. It’s very interesting how nature, The Wizards of Once heroes Xar and Wish. to recreate the circumstances
the British landscape inspires”.
of her own childhood, “Sailing
Cowell’s passion for igniting the imagination is
alone without life jackets probably isn’t a good idea.
inextricably linked with this belief in the importance
But you can take children to uninhabited places,
of nature. Her well-documented childhood was
camping or just somewhere with no internet. Let
spent in London (where aged five she’d cross
them climb trees!”.
London by bus with her sister to go to school –
This passion for nature has led Cowell to work
“Imagine doing that now!”) and a deserted Scottish
with the Woodland Trust as an Honorary Nature

PROFILE

“When I visit Primary Schools you get lovely conversations
about whether trees talk to each other, and if making their roots
grow towards water means they have brains”
Detective inspiring children to
love and respect Britain’s wildlife.
“When I visit Primary Schools you get
lovely conversations about whether trees
talk to each other, and if making their roots
grow towards water means they have brains”.
Another significant influence on
Cowell’s writing are her own experiences
at school. An avid reader and excited by

learning – “I even loved subjects I wasn’t very good
at” – she was constantly in trouble for being messy
and disorganised. “Xar, my boy wizard hero
in The Wizards of Once series, acts first,
thinks later, then gets demotivated
and
becomes
confrontational.
Wish, my girl hero, is dyslexic my sister is dyslexic too. I identify
with children who aren’t part of ››
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Left to right: Enid Blyton’s Famous Five, Dreamworks still for forthcoming movie How to Train Your Dragon:
The Hidden World, Illustration from Wizards of Once: Twice Magic and Cressida in her work studio.

“I want girls to see heroines they admire.
It was so annoying in the Famous Five to see
Anne constantly making sandwiches”
the norm and how demoralising that can be.
And I can’t tell you how many parents have thanked
me for having a dyslexic child as the writer”.
Cowell’s female characters are also firmly in the
spotlight. “I want girls to see heroines they admire.
It was so annoying in the Famous Five to see Anne
constantly making sandwiches. Emily Brown in my
picture books is a redoubtable character. I cannot tell
you how satisfactory it is when a 9-year-old boy says
his favourite character is Wish or Camicazi. I’m not
keen on the idea of boys’ or girls’ books”.
In 2018 Cowell launched Free Writing Friday, a
campaign to inspire children to write for pleasure.
“I wanted something very practical that pupils could
do for 15 minutes every week. Every child gets a
book in which they can write whatever they want.
It isn’t marked or judged and allows the simple joy
of writing without thinking about handwriting and
spelling”. The initiative was partly inspired by Miss
Mellows, Cowell’s Year 3 teacher, who allowed her
just such a book. “It’s amazing how one teacher can
have such a wonderful effect on somebody’s life”.

Her advice to young writers is to do as much
reading as they possibly can. “Different types of
stories: funny, adventure, factual. Ideas can come
from everywhere; I read a lot of history to inspire
me. And it’s fine to copy writers you admire or to not
finish your stories. It’s all about practicing.”
And what about the excitement of getting her
books optioned by Hollywood? It was a surprise
to Cowell when the offers flooded in, then quickly
apparent that the Dragon series wasn’t a TV
project: “Dragons need good special effects”. Cowell
had long admired Dreamworks, and knew they
could do the dragons “Stunningly well”. “They are
extraordinary artists and immediately cared about
the major themes: the father / son relationship, the
dragons representing wildness, and Hiccup being
a new kind of leader. With a book I’m in charge
as writer, director, set designer. With a film it’s an
ensemble piece”.
When asked, as she often is, if she’ll write fiction
for adults or move to LA and become a screenwriter,
Cowell is clear: “I’m a writer of children’s books,
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Spring READS

The best new books for this term
Adults

MIDNIGHT CHICKEN
& OTHER RECIPES
WORTH LIVING FOR
by Ella Risbridger

Recipes so inviting you’ll head straight
for the kitchen: roast garlic and tomato soup, uplifting
chilli-lemon spaghetti, charred leek lasagne, squash skillet
pie, spicy fish finger sandwiches and burnt-butter brownies.
Settle down and read it with a cup of tea (or a glass of
wine), and you’ll also discover that it’s an annotated list of
things worth living for – a manifesto of moments worth
living for. A cookbook to make you fall in love with the
world again. £22 (Hardback) Foyles

Seniors

CROW FLIGHT

PHOTOGRAPHY: © ANDREW CROWLEY / TELEGRAPH MEDIA GROUP LIMITED 2018,
© 2019 UNIVERSAL PICTURES INTERNATIONAL , © DEBRA HURFORD BROWN

by Susan Cunningham
and this is what I dreamt of being when I was a
little girl. Part of the excitement is the quest of
getting children to read. If you’re used to something
magically beaming on to a screen reading can come
to be associated with effort, so to have illustrations
breaking up the text is a huge help. Illustration isn’t
a weapon exactly, but as a tool in my armoury it’s
hugely helpful. You have to fight to get readers.
Books are under threat and we can’t lose them; they
offer something special that films don’t, and research
has proved their importance in gaining language and
empathy skills”.
Asked which three people she’d take
to the island of her childhood, the name
that springs instantly from her mind is
her, “Darling father. He died last year
and knew everything about trees and
landscapes. I’d also take Sir David
Attenborough, another nature person.
And Shakespeare! I think they’d get on.
I imagine Shakespeare would be rather
a gentle listening type of a man”.

Gin trusts logic a little too much. She
even designs programs to decide what
to eat and how to spend her time. All
that changes when she’s paired with
a new transfer student, Felix, on a computer modeling
assignment to explain certain anomalies in the behavior of
crows. As she enters Felix’s world and digs further into the
data behind crow behavior, Gin uncovers a terrible secret.
And the wrong decision could equal disaster squared…
£9.84 (Paperback) www.wordery.com

Juniors
THE WIZARDS OF
ONCE: TWICE MAGIC
by Cressida Cowell

Witches are creating havoc in the
wildwoods and danger lurks
behind every tree trunk. Wish
is in possession of a powerful magic spelling
book. Xar has a dangerous Witchstain on his
hand. Wish and Xar are separated by the highest
wall imaginable. But time is running out... It was
unlikely that these heroes should meet in the
first place. Is it possible they are destined to meet
TWICE? £12.99 (Hardback) Waterstones
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APPS

Go APPDOORS!
Get back to nature with our pick of the best environmental apps
Juniors

THE GRUFFALO SPOTTER
Magic Light Pictures Ltd.
Follow clues on a real woodland
interactive trail and track your
favourite characters from The
Gruffalo. Then bring them to life
in Augmented Reality. Free

Seniors

Parents

FOREST - STAY FOCUSED

GOOD FISH GUIDE

Seekrtech Co. Ltd.
Save your internet addiction and
reclaim your concentration with
this virtual-tree-planting app.
For every 30 minutes you spend
unplugged your seed grows. £2

Marine Conservation Society
A definitive guide to sustainable
seafood. With almost every fish
found in UK shops, restaurants
and markets included, it helps
you make mindful choices. Free

SEEDLING GROW

REGAIN APP

Seedling USA, Inc
A fun app to help kids grow
their very own plant, then
create and share animated
gif timelapses of their
handiwork with friends
and family. Free

reGAIN app Ltd
Recycle old clothes at
one of reGAIN’s drop off
points and receive discount
coupons for new clothes,
footwear, homewares or
travel. Free

Hoop Industries Ltd
Find and book fun things
going on for kids aged 0-11
years old near you. Includes
thousands of free activities
all with recommended age
suitability. Free

WWF
Through this in-depth,
interactive storytelling
experience, learn how
wildlife, people and entire
landscapes depend on
healthy, flowing rivers. Free

SEEK - iNaturalist, LLC
Seek encourages outdoor
exploration by harnessing
image recognition
technology to help you
identify plants and animals
from your photos. Free

NIGHTSKY

GOOD ON YOU

iCandi Apps
Quickly identify stars,
planets, constellations and
satellites above by simply
holding your device to the
night sky. Free

Good On You Ltd
Want to know how your
clothes were really made?
Get access to information
for more than 2,000
fashion brands rated on
how they treat people, the
planet and animals. Free

HOOP

WWF FREE RIVERS

VIEWRANGER
Augmentra
Discover inspiring route
guides, download detailed
Ordnance Survey®
maps, and navigate with
confidence on your next
outdoor adventure. Free

COMMUTE GREENER

Pocketweb GmbH
Based on journeys you
undertake throughout
the week, it tracks your
greenhouse gas emissions
and encourages you to set
reduction targets. Free
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PROMOTION

BEST FOR BEACH

LUX* Grand Gaube – Mauritius
This newly revamped property
in the far north is nestled
in tranquil gardens facing a
crystalline lagoon with two
picture-perfect beaches.
Enjoy rooms designed by
Kelly Hoppen, a pop-up
beach cinema and private
island-hopping trips by boat.

Up to

45% off

BEST FOR FOOD

VILA VITA Parc – Algarve
The Grande Dame of
Portuguese resorts, it offers
the best gourmet delicacies
you will find in the Algarve
from the divine two Michelinstar restaurant Ocean to the
new fine dining Japanese,
Mizu Teppanyaki. Facilities
are fantastic for families.

Junior Suite

BEST FOR CULTURE

Daios Cove – Crete
A James Bond style ultra-modern
resort, rising out of the rocks with
stunning glass walls and clean lines,
set in a blindingly blue bay. Crete has a
wealth of archaeological sites to visit.
Suites and villas enjoy complimentary
Premium All-Inclusive.

Must-Travel

SUNSHINE BREAKS
Melissa Barker, Owner of Travelbeam Luxury Holidays
shares her go-to destinations to beat the Winter blues
15% off

BEST FOR FAMILY

+ Free Half Board

Porto Sani – Greece
Close to the marina and beach,
this slick hotel is geared up
for families with luxury suites
(up to 3 bedrooms) and many
activities such as sailing and
football academies. There’s
amazing evening entertainment
including live musical shows.

BEST HIDDEN GEM

ite Pool Vi
Executive Su

ew

Columbia Beach Resort - Cyprus
This charming resort, which is authentically
Cypriot, has new-look suites in a beautiful bay
within easy walking distance of local shops
and restaurants. The tranquil 80m swimming
pool is gorgeous.

Do get in touch to discuss your holiday plans:
0345 845 0145 | www.travelbeam.co.uk
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Up to

20% off

+ Free Full Board *
*

certain dates

Family Suite

INTERVIEW

WILD
at heart

Think of adventure and Bear Grylls (alumnus of Ludgrove and Eton) springs
to mind. Always pushing boundaries and born to explore, we ask Bear
about his inspirations, conquests and how his youth shaped his future
sea cliffs around the Isle of
Where did your adventurous
Wight. It is where my dad first
spirit come from?
taught me the fundamentals
Adventure has been the driving
of adventure; respect the
force of my life ever since I can
mountain, respect each other,
remember, from growing up
and never give up.
climbing with my dad, to being
Did your school days
a Scout. Then through my job
influence your love of the
with the British Special Forces
outdoors and future career?
as a combat survival specialist,
I was shy as a kid but loved to
climber and skydiver. Adventure
climb with my Dad. That was
has been the one constant and
a very bonding thing for me. I
it is always rooted
dreamt of climbing
in endeavour,
Everest aged eight
friendships, risk and
after my dad had
resilience.
given me a picture
Who inspired you
of the mountain and
the most?
to have achieved it
My Dad. My earliest
whilst he was still
adventure memories
alive meant so much.
are of climbing
r with best friend Mick
Crosthwaite
I
always wanted to
with my dad on the Beasaili
ng
as kids in the Isle of Wig

ht

be a climber and soldier and I’m
so proud to have done both to
the best of my ability.
How can we persuade our
children to ditch the screens
and explore the big outdoors?
Get outdoors! Even a walk in
the park or cycle ride can show
children that there’s so much
more to life than computers
and TV screens. I think it’s so
important to instill in them from
an early age that adventure can
be for everyone and that you
don’t need to tackle Everest to
find great fun outdoors.
How can schools encourage our
kids to get outside?
By educating individuals to be
able to take responsibility for
their own health, fitness and ››
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food choices, on a daily basis.
It’s about instilling the idea that
YOU are the only person who
can look after your body, fuel it
correctly and get it moving.
What advice can you give to
the next generation to inspire
them to live life to the full?
The best thing we can do for our
children is to get outside and
have an adventure with them as
it brings us closer to our children
in a way that computer games
and TV can’t. The outdoors and
an adventure shared, gives kids a
confidence and pride that money
cannot buy. Children who get to
spend their afternoons running
about and playing games sleep
better, concentrate harder and
work better with each other. So
it’s about leading by example.
As the youngest Chief Scout

what did this prestigious role
enable you to do?
Being named Chief Scout was
one of the greatest honours
in my life and it’s the most
unbelievable privilege to be part
of such an inspiring worldwide
force for good. My main goal is
to encourage those who might
not normally get the chance, to
get out there, go wild and build
their own adventures! The Scouts
does that like no other youth
organization and it inspires
great life values and life-long
friendships.
What was the hardest
lesson you have learnt
from being in the SAS?
When I was serving with
the SAS, I fractured T8
T10 and T12 vertebrae in a
freefall parachuting accident

Local Scout group at
Bear in the Air 2017

Parachute

THE OUTDOORS AND AN
ADVENTURE SHARED, GIVES
KIDS A CONFIDENCE AND PRIDE
THAT MONEY CANNOT BUY”
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in Southern Africa. The chute
opened but ripped and I smashed
to the ground very hard. I was
so lucky not to be paralysed and
a year in and out of military
rehabilitation saved me. I will
never forget the love and support
I got every day from so many.
What drives you on and what
challenges and mountains are
there still to climb?
To champion young people. As
Chief Scout my goal is to bring
adventure and life skills to those
who might not normally get to
experience the wild. I have a
huge bucket list of challenges and
mountains, it seems to keep on
growing! I would still love to do
some of the unclimbed peaks in
Greenland. There are such huge
expanses of genuine wilderness
totally unexplored and a sense

of awe that is hard to describe.
I’ve also always promised I
would take my family to Everest
basecamp one day to show them
the mountain. To share that with
them would be very special.
What have your many
incredible feats taught you
about the power of nature?
So much, especially crossing the
North Atlantic Arctic Ocean
in a small open rigid inflatable
boat. It was 3,000 miles and we
had a couple of intense and very
frightening gale force 10 storms.
With waves as big as houses,
icebergs and the relentless
cold, wet and exposure, it
became epic. This trip
particularly stands out
because it taught
me the power of
nature, the power of

friendships and the importance
of humility in the wild.
Does Religion play a role in
helping you to understand the
wonders of the natural world?
Yes. My faith is the guiding force
and light in my life; leading me
home, helping me to live an
empowered life and creating
ripples of love, light, fun and
adventure all around the world.
What is the most scared you
have ever been?
I have felt truly terrified more
times than I can remember.
However I have learnt, through
experience, to do my upmost
to hold my nerve and to
stay calm in whatever the
situation. You have to face
your fears head on and
understand that fear
is only there to ››
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From Arts to Architecture, Culture to Computing and
Science to Sport, Summer School offers lifelong learning
opportunities and entertainment for all ages.
Request a brochure today and discover over
500 courses waiting for you.

01672 892388 | summerschool.co.uk

Stunning homes, desirable places.
Ascot | Beaconsﬁeld | Oxford | Lingﬁeld | Pangbourne | Camberley
We create exceptional homes in the ﬁnest settings. Millgate is recognised as the pre-eminent
house builder in the home counties region. Please get in touch for further information.

millgatehomes.co.uk | 0118 934 3344
@MillgateUK
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sharpen us. The best way over our
fears is right through the middle.
Never run from them or they will
only grow.
As you get older do you find the
desire to explore diminishes?
I think as humans we are at
our best when we have a goal
and I have always tried to have
clear goals and things to aim
for. I have failed so many times
but that’s OK. It’s about that
relentless pursuit and that spirit
of endeavour and never giving up.
Those things have become habits
for me nowadays, but it is the

RN!
NOW IT ’S YOUR TU
Bear Grylls Adventure
at Birmingham NEC

“THE BEST WAY OVER OUR
FEARS IS RIGHT THROUGH THE
MIDDLE. NEVER RUN FROM
THEM OR THEY GROW”
friendships along the way that
help and motivate me the most.
I never take those for granted.
Does having children make it
harder to take risks?
There has been a fair amount
of risk involved with my work
which has resulted in a few sticky
situations! As a father but also
for the safety of our team, I try
to be more considered in how we
approach risk as you can only get
it wrong once!
What is the most rewarding
challenge/project you’ve
undertaken and why?
I became the youngest Chief
Scout when I was aged 34 and

this has been one of the greatest
honours in my life. From the
stories of courage in Syrian
refugee camps to the inner-city
workings of volunteers, the
commitment and values that the
Scouts stand for is amazing.
Do you have a motto for life?
My motto is ‘Courage and
kindness and never give up!’
What will be your legacy?
I’d love to be remembered
as positive, resourceful,
courageous in the right moments,
enthusiastic, determined and
above all a good dad to my three
boys and a loyal husband. Got to
be ambitious eh?!

“We have opened the Bear Grylls
Adventure park at the NEC,
Birmingham UK as a permanent
feature in 2019. I’m excited to be
bringing the wild indoors and
giving people an opportunity to
experience the sorts of hands-on
challenges I’ve faced during my
many adventures. It is going to be
amazing! Skydiving, diving with
sharks, the highest high ropes in
Europe, escape rooms, shooting,
you name it!”

beargryllsadventure.com
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Let them
eat DIRT!

Child nutrition expert Lucinda Miller
reveals how the great outdoors and
vibrant fresh foods are the secret to
family health, happiness and wellbeing
We all want our children to have
a happy and healthy childhood
and grow up to fulfil their
potential. However, it is now
difficult to ignore the fact that
more children are struggling
with their physical health and
immunity than ever before;
and increasingly, our kids are
plagued with anxiety, poor selfconfidence, depression and social
and communication challenges.
Medical research is now
questioning this paradox and
asking why our kids are getting
sicker in some ways, when we
are lucky to have access to better
healthcare, food and living
standards. A main focus in this
research has been the role played
by gut health, as it is thought
the microbes in our tummies
are the key building blocks that
build the immune system, our
metabolism and even our mood.
We each have about 30
trillion bacteria living mostly
in harmony in our gut and on
our skin, and when this delicate
‘microbiome’ is thrown out of
balance though stress, poor diet,
antibiotics or infection, then this
imbalance can be the start of

poor mental and physical health.
Conversely it is thought that
when we nourish our guts, we
also build a better immune
system and are less likely to
develop autoimmune and
metabolic conditions such as
obesity and diabetes.
Good gut health also makes it
easier to create happy hormones,
critical for keeping anxiety at bay
and helping to maintain positive
mood and self-confidence.
Research shows kids who eat
healthily tend to have better
mental health and self-esteem.

Encourage outdoor play
Fresh outdoor air is full of
diverse bacteria, and when you
encourage your children to

play outside and get muddy,
this allows their microbiomes
to encounter trillions of
microorganisms from the wider
ecosystem. Opening windows
allows fresh air to flow benefiting

IENDLY
M Y TOP 10 GUT-FR

FOODS

Cocoa

Oats
Honey

Blueberries

Banana
Apple cider
vinegar

Broccoli

Live yoghurt

Kefir

Asparagus

HEALTH

– aim to cook and eat at least 20
different fruits and veggies every
week. This might sound daunting
but when you realise that orange,
red and yellow peppers count as
three different veg they might
already be eating more variety
than you realise.

Enjoy Fermented Foods

Fermented food is the newest
buzz. Our supermarkets are
brimming with foods bursting
with healthy bacteria such as live
yoghurt, kefir and apple cider
vinegar. These all encourage a

PHOTOGRAPHY: © MILLIE PILKINGTON, THOMAS GAMSTAETTER, SHUTTERSTOCK

“Fresh air is full of diverse
bacteria. When children play
outside and get muddy, their
microbiomes encounter trillions
of microorganisms from the
wider ecosystem”
the diversity and health of the
microbes within the house and
those living in it.

Avoid fake sugars

Many artificial sweeteners like
aspartame, acesulphame K and
sucralose, which are the mainstay
of diet drinks and low-sugar
foods, are now known to affect
the metabolism of gut microbes,
leading to problems like obesity
and diabetes. Instead of buying
sweeteners - aim to feed your
kids natural sugars from whole
fruits, cocoa and honey which
actually help to encourage
healthy gut diversity.

Eat plant-based food

‘You are what you eat’ and this is
never more relevant than when
we look at building a healthy gut.
The greater variety of plantbased foods your child eats such
as fruits, veggies, pulses, nuts
and seeds, the more diverse and
skilled their gut bacteria will
be at keeping your kids robust.
Cooking from scratch can make
it easier to feed your family a
more varied diet.
The best way to get your kids
enthusiastic about eating plants
is by “Eating The Rainbow” feeding them as many different
coloured fruit and veg as possible

healthy population of microbes
in the gut and can be included
in lots of family-friendly recipes.
You can also source gut-friendly
probiotic food supplements.
Go on, treat yourself to some
probiotic-rich chocolate!
Lucinda Miller is The NatureDoc.
Her UK-wide team of nutritional
therapists specialise
in family health and
nutrition. Look out for
her bestselling cookbook
The Good Stuff and
healthy NatureDoc.
Shop online to keep your
family happy and well.
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Furniture
Homeware
Gifts

WHERE HOME IS YOUR MASTERPIECE

Visual Roars Emporium, Johnsons Garden Centre,
Whitstable CT5 3JD 01227 792030

What’s your wine really
worth to you?
From the recent enthusiast to
the experienced collector,
BI caters for all lovers of
fine wine. We know
what wine is worth
to you – because
we feel the
same.

Contact us: +44(0)20 7269 0703 sales@biwine.com | www.biwine.com

FOOD

Food for THOUGHT

Australian chef Skye Gyngell is as passionate about
planting seeds as picking produce for her inspired
seasonal dishes. Here she speaks to Amanda Morison
about her London restaurant Spring and becoming
Culinary Director of Heckfield Place in Hampshire.
Where does your incredible work ethic come from?
That’s a flattering description, but I don’t see it
that way. I love what I do, so 95 percent of the
time my job feels like a pleasure. For me, life isn’t
work till 7pm then switch off. Occasionally you
really have your back against the wall and need to
reenergise, but I feel really blessed.
You first became known in Britain as a Vogue
columnist. Are you passionate about writing too?
I find writing difficult and frustrating because
I don’t feel I articulate what I want to say. I’ve
written books, and newspaper and magazine
columns and really enjoyed it, but writing is a
muscle that has to be flexed. There are beautiful
food writers like the legendary Arabella Boxer,
grandmother of brilliant chef Jackson Boxer. I love
Nigel Slater, who writes so well about the sensory
experience of food, and Simon Hopkins. Just
because you can cook doesn’t mean you can write
well and I find it easier to express myself through

food than with a pen.
Celebrity culture plays a part in the restaurant
industry - how comfortable are you with this?
Not at all. It’s silly. We are all equal and it’s
ridiculous to believe in hype. I love working
in a restaurant with wonderful and talented
human beings because it’s so stimulating. What
I do believe is that if you’ve been fortunate in
your career and have a platform, you have a
responsibility to use it carefully. Part of my job is
being a good role model. I put my money where
my mouth is and ask what is it that I can do for
the environment?
What first excited you about Heckfield Place?
I was overwhelmed by the landscape, and the
beauty of the trees in particular. I was then
excited about what we could achieve from an
environmental point of view. We farm the land
and are currently converting to biodynamic status.
Do you have a Heckfield Place signature dish?
I have lots of lovely favourites that I return to ››

Chickens roam free
at Heckfield’s farm
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CHEF ’S TIPS
We often have grilled lamb on the menu at
Spring, in one guise or another. Sometimes
we rub the surface with some spices to
give it a lovely Middle Eastern feel, which
works so well with the flavour created from
the flames on the grill. Here the lamb is
just really well seasoned on the outside,
allowing the sweet, earthy flavours of young
carrots and beetroot to shine through.

Butterflied Lamb with Roasted Beetroots and Carrots

SERVES 6

Ingredients
• A leg of Spring Lamb, about 2kg, boned
and butterflied (ask your butcher to do this)
• 4 garlic cloves, smashed but not peeled
• 6 thyme sprigs
• 7 tbsp olive oil
• Juice of a lemon
• A bunch of beetroot, scrubbed and
halved lengthways
• A bunch of carrots, scrubbed and
larger ones halved lengthways
• 5-6 ripe tomatoes
• 3 rosemary sprigs, leaves only, chopped
• Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper
For the olive and mint sauce
• 100g pitted good quality black olives
• A bunch of mint, leaves only
• 100ml olive oil
• 2tbsp red wine vinegar

Instructions
1. Cut the lamb into 6 portions. Mix
the garlic, thyme, 4 tbsp olive oil and
the lemon juice together in a bowl
large enough to hold the lamb. Add
the lamb and turn to coat well. Cover
and leave to marinate for at least two
hours, turning occasionally.
2. Meanwhile, prepare the vegetables
and sauce. Preheat the oven to 200c/
Gas 6. For the sauce, roughly chop the
olives and mint, combine in a bowl
and add the olive oil, wine, vinegar
and a good pinch of salt. Stir well and
set aside.
3. Place the beetroot in a roasting
tray, drizzle with 2tbsp olive oil and
season with salt and pepper. Cover
the tray tightly with foil and cook on
the middle shelf of the oven for 30
minutes. Add the carrots to the tray,
toss with the beetroot and roast,
uncovered for 35 minutes or until both

carrots and beetroot are tender when
pierced with a sharp knife.
4. In the meantime, tear the tomatoes
in half with your hands and place
them in a bowl. Add the chopped
rosemary and 1 tbsp of olive oil,
season with salt and pepper and toss
to mix. Once the roasted vegetables
are cooked, remove from the oven and
add the tomatoes. Toss to combine
and keep warm.
5. To cook the lamb, turn the grill high.
Remove the meat from the marinade,
pat dry and season well. Grill for a few
minutes, turning as necessary to brown
well all over, then turn the heat to low
and cook for 6 minutes on each side.
Remove and set aside in a warm place
to rest for 10 minutes.
6. Slice the lamb and arrange on warm
plates with the roasted vegetables.
Spoon over some olive and mint sauce
to serve.

FOOD

“The process of nurturing seeds
and watching vegetables grow
is the best way to respect the
richness of the earth”

Top down: Spring restaurant at Somerset House, Heckfield’s farm
produce, hearty food at Hearth and beautiful walled garden

year in year out. I still feel very curious as a cook
and like to keep pushing myself to grow and learn.
Do you have a vision for Heckfield Place?
I like simple but perfect food. When it’s pared
back you haven’t got lots of things to distract. We
use what’s growing in the ocean and the landscape
surrounding us. Seasonal is a popular catchphrase
that’s been co-opted by businesses in the past
few years. If you say seasonal to any cook they’d
talk about it but I don’t know how many cooks
really understand the actual seasons. Animals are
essential to farm life; they fertilise the soil and are
part of the bigger picture with blood and bones
becoming ashes to ashes. In terms of the world’s
meat situation there is no question, we eat far
too much of it. We raise too many cattle using
industrialised farming methods.
Are you achieving your aims to use produce from
Heckfield’s estate and walled garden?
Yes - I am really happy with how productive the
vegetable gardens have been this year. Beautiful
little eggs from the chickens, wonderful quinces,
apples, pears, plums from the orchard and we are
in the process of establishing a dairy and planting
interesting varieties of grain and vegetables.
What do you do to relax?
I love pilates, reading, seeing friends, spending
time with my kids and travelling.
What’s your advice to get children to understand
and appreciate food and cooking?
Plant a vegetable garden. Nurturing seeds and
watching vegetables grow is the best way to
respect the richness of the earth. Otherwise they’ll
grow up wanting mac ‘n’ cheese from a packet. I
remember watering carrots at kindergarten and
really wanting to eat them. Give them a nibble!
Do you have an ‘Australian’ take on life, and how
is living in Britain different to living in Australia?
I think I have a straight talking quality that is very
Australian - I also don’t have time for anything
pretentious; definitely a quality from back home.
And finally... what would you advise any chef who
is setting out in the industry today?
Find a kitchen who is working a way that
resonates with who you are. Stay curious and
humble, and be passionate!
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Learn to be WILD

We explore the growing popularity of Forest School teaching; using natural
environments to develop teamwork, creativity and a sense of adventure

S

plash! A groupjump into the
largest available
muddy puddle is a
much enjoyed end
to a Forest School session at
Winchester’s The Pilgrims’
School. What child doesn’t like
getting wet and muddy?
You might be surprised, says
Forest School Leader Alex Judd,
who explains that plenty of
children won’t have come into
contact with mud before their
first Forest School experience.
Many are terrified at the thought
of getting dirty and look in
horror at their newly muddy
waterproof trousers. Her
group of Year 2 boys had

spent nearly two hours outside
on an almost freezing day, in the
rain and with a keen wind slicing
across the Itchen River feet away.
Not one boy mentioned the
conditions. Perhaps because of
the old adage that there is no
such thing as bad weather, only
the wrong clothing: the children
were little Michelin men in
wellies, waterproofs, hats and
gloves. But it was more a feeling
of being genuinely comfortable
dragging logs into a circle to sit
on, slipping over whilst playing
Sharks & Minnows, and looking
under rotting wood to discover
woodlice and other mini beasts.
This particular Forest School
session tied in with classroom

teaching about space and
astronauts. Alex explained that
her outdoor sessions often add
depth to the curriculum and
aim to develop creativity and,
crucially, independence and
teamwork. Other sessions might
be more bushcraft-specific and
tailored to tool use, climbing
trees, building fires and cooking
and den building. There is an
emphasis on ‘holistic teaching’
– through gentle questioning
and encouragement, alongside
activities, a child’s independence
and self-belief grows.
Once boundaries have been
set (literally – children are shown
the parameters they can roam),
teachers step back. Which can

SCHOOLS

Kitted out for whatever-the-weather teaching, boys at
The Pilgrims’ School Winchester, make story sticks, rocket
ships, and hibernation habitats for clay hedgehogs

be hard because adults so often
step in and show how to do
something instead of letting
children discover on their own.
What quickly became
apparent was that after initial
running around in the highoctane way you’d see in any
playground, the volume slowly
lowers. Children form their
own teams or work solo, hefting
large branches and showing
each other discoveries such
as, “this snail shell is smaller
than my fingernail!”. Using the
natural materials around them
the boys made rockets and other

space paraphernalia, while
discovering and discussing micro
and macro-habitats.
After washing hands, a
snack and a huge splash in the
aforementioned puddle, it was
back to school to change back
into uniform. Cheeks were
ruddy and the rocket ships were
docked, ready to soar as high as
imaginations another week. To
infinity and beyond, without a
screen in sight!
For more about Forest School
provision at The Pilgrims’ School
visit pilgrims-school.co.uk

“OUTDOOR SESSIONS
OFTEN ADD DEPTH TO THE
CURRICULUM AND AIM TO
DEVELOP CREATIVITY AND,
CRUCIALLY, INDEPENDENCE
AND TEAMWORK. ”

What is a

FOREST SCHOOL?
• It will have on-going and regular
sessions come rain or shine in a
woodland or natural environment.
• The aim is to build a close relationship
between pupil and nature.
• It’s all about holistic learning and
helping to foster resilient, confident,
independent and creative learners.
• Pupils explore together to create a
sense of identity and community.
• It gives pupils the opportunity to
take supported risks appropriate to the
environment and to themselves.
• It is run by professional and qualified
Forest School practitioners with a high
adult to child ratio.
Discover more at
forestschoolassociation.org
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FUN FACTS

You speak
about

4,800
words a day
The opposite
sides of the dice
always add up to

seven

Pencil lead and
diamonds are made
of the same thing.
Both are pure carbon
just formed under
different pressures
and temperatures

Lemons
contain
MORE SUGAR
than
strawberries

Grasshoppers
existed
BEFORE
dinosaurs!

foot
forearm

Your
and
your
are exactly the
same length

Fruit flies
were the first
living creatures
to be sent into

space

If you make a
mistake writing
with a pen,
you can use the
skin of a cucumber
to erase it

You’ll NEVER
guess what?
If the human eye
was a digital
camera it would be

576

mega pixels
The Aztecs used
chocolate as currency.
People under Aztec
rule could use
cocoa beans to pay
their taxes

Apples, peaches
and raspberries
are all
members
of the
rose family

The Amazon
rainforest
produces
the world’s

half

oxygen
supply

and finally… A Rubik’s Cube h
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The sun is

330,330
times larger
than the Earth

A rabbit’s
teeth
NEVER
stop
growing

as 43,252,003,274,48

9,856,000 dif

A group
of owls is
called a
PARLIAMENT

11%
of people

are LEFT
HANDED
ferent combinations!
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We’ve rounded up our favourite fascinating facts
for you to wow your friends with this spring

INTERVIEW

Learning to love
OUR PLANET

Following on from the huge success of her documentary Drowning in
Plastics, Liz Bonnin shares her passion for protecting the environment
and creating its next generation of responsible custodians
When did your love of nature first develop?
Growing up in the mountains in the south of
France, my sister and I were immersed in nature.
Without realising it at the time, that instilled in
me not only a love for the natural world but a
real curiosity for all living things. At school I was
naturally drawn to the sciences and
I really enjoyed biology and chemistry.
Who are your inspirations?
Sir David Attenborough has been a huge influence
in my life. I think the programmes that he makes

and the way that he has changed natural history
communication through programming is second
to none. I also remember reading the journals
of Charles Darwin that led to his revolutionary
theory of evolution by natural selection. His
theory at the time was extremely controversial,
but his curiosity and passion for the natural world
inspired him to fearlessly and boldly continue to
tackle difficult questions, and that made a marked
impression on me. As far as women are concerned
Jane Goodall and Sylvia Earle are also my heroes.
Again, Jane Goodall was somebody who was
suggesting new ideas and theories at a time when
it wasn’t acceptable to think of animals as sentient
and emotional beings, but she stuck to her beliefs
and observations, and her work has helped to
change the way we perceive animals.
Should education play a role in getting our kids
outside and inspired by nature?
Absolutely. And I’ll give you an example of an ››

Filming a documentary in Egypt
investigating how space archeology
is revealing hidden tombs.
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amazing school I came across in the Galapagos
Islands. I suppose in developing countries
there might be more free rein when it comes to
exploring what might be right or wrong with
education and shaking the system up a bit. In
this school I visited, every aspect of education
is closely connected with the environment,
with no boundaries between the classroom and
the outdoors. League tables do not dictate the
curriculum or limit the progress of students
in a particular subject. The ethos of the school
allows children to be themselves and to solve
problems together with everything underpinned
by an interconnected view of the planet and their
privileged place within
it. The playground is a
wonderful, messy, wild
place with tree stumps,
roots and mud that would
be concreted over, here
in the UK. The more we
obsess with health and

safety, the more we cushion our children not to
ever fall or make mistakes and the less connected
they are to the natural world. Tablets and phones
are also preventing our children from absorbing
the extraordinary beauty of nature around them.
Advice for the next generation…
I hope the next generation will be better
custodians of the planet than we are. And listening
to Greta Thunberg, at 15 years of age, speaking
at the UN on Climate Change was inspiring. She
told it like it is and put the adults in the room to
shame. But the weight of the world was on her
shoulders and that’s our fault. We adults have to
do more than just hope the next generation will
solve the mess we’ve
created. We need to pull
up our socks and lead
by example. My advice
to children when I give
talks is to continue to be
curious - no question is
ever a wrong question.
Immerse yourself in
nature at every opportunity because that instils in
you the inherent joy about the world around you,
and never take no for an answer. I got to where I
am by pursuing what I love to do and not listening
to people who said I couldn’t do it. Believe in
yourself and what you love doing. Every single day
practice loving yourself a little bit more by being
compassionate with yourself and then everything
else will fall into place. In turn, you’ll learn how to
be more loving and compassionate towards others.
Which of your programmes are you most proud of ?
I can’t believe the opportunities I have been given,
working in incredible places and with amazing
animals like tigers and elephants. I think the
Horizon episode on the future of zoos is the one
I’m most proud of. I consider myself as part of
the Zoo Community as I did my Masters from
the Zoological Society of London, but I think
it’s time zoos evolved, now that the science has
shown how much wild animals suffer in captivity.
My recent plastics documentary is also something
I’m incredibly proud of as we approached the
subject in a much more frank and fearless way

“Immerse yourself into
nature at every opportunity
because that instils in you
the inherent joy about the
world around you”

Floating Classrooms run
by the Hebridean Whale
and Dolphin Trust for
schools in Scotland.
Top right: Liz’s landmark
BBC documentary
Drowning In Plastic,
investigating the global
issue of plastic waste.

INTERVIEW
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“I don’t want to upset
people - but we have a
responsibility to expose
exactly what is happening
to our planet as there is no
more time to waste”

than perhaps we have done before. As natural
history presenters, we get to see the direct impact
we humans have on the environment up close and
it is this reality that I feel we need to get across
more in some of our programmes, along with
entertaining and educating. I was concerned there
were some scenes which were a difficult watch - I
don’t want to upset people - but we do have a
responsibility to expose exactly what is happening
to our planet as there is no more time to waste.
I’m proud of the reaction it has got – the response
has been extraordinary.
Scariest Moments…
Abseiling down into a lava chamber of a volcano
in the Galapagos!
What charities are close to your heart?
There are so many, all doing incredible things,
but I would like to promote some of the lesser

known ones. A Plastic Planet is making amazing
headway, not only within the public sector but also
at a government level. The Hebridean Whale and
Dolphin Trust involves the public in their surveys
of marine life, supporting citizen science. Another
organisation is the Environmental Investigation
Agency – they are the James Bond of conservation,
full of brave and fearless individuals who capture
evidence on film of illegal wildlife crimes and
poaching cartels so that laws can be changed.
Liz is available to speak
at schools about current
environmental issues and her
experiences with programme
making and f ilming.
Contact: talks@josarsby.com
lizbonnin.com
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LUXURIOUS
STARTER APARTMENTS

FROM £299,995

JESSICA
HOUSE SW18

SUPERB INVESTME
NT
POTENTIAL

OR FIRST HOM

OPPORTUNITY E
!
• Studio and 1 & 2 bed apartments.
• Daytime concierge & secure
parking.*
• Little over 10 minutes walk from
mainline and tube connections.
*Secure parking at additional cost. Price correct at time of going to press.

SALES AND MARKETING SUITE OPEN 7 DAYS
191 WANDSWORTH HIGH STREET SW18 4LS

020 7620 1500
galliardhomes.com

Official letting and
managing agent

SPOTLIGHT

Hats off to our legendary eco-hero

SIR DAVID
ATTENBOROUGH
PHOTOGRAPHY: SHUTTERSTOCK, PIXABAY, UNSPLASH

The astonishing and surprising feats of our conservation king!
H He has 32 honorary degrees
By January 2013, Attenborough had collected 		
32 honorary degrees, more than anyone else.
H He brought the world televised snooker
In 1966, as controller of BBC Two, Sir David 		
introduced televised snooker to the world.
H He is one of the most travelled men in history
For the 1998 series Life of Birds alone, 		
he travelled 256,000 miles by air. He’s also 		
hit every continent in the world, culminating 		
in 2009 when he reached the North Pole at 		
the incredible age of 83.
H He had other careers in mind
If he hadn’t become a broadcaster and 		
explorer, there was a time he might have tried
his hand at teaching.

H There are at least 15 plants and animals 		
named after him
H If he could, he would be a sloth
If he could come back as anything, it would be
the laziest creature on earth.
H He’s on the cover artwork of a Beatles album
In 2012, Sir David was among British cultural 		
icons selected by artist Sir Peter Blake to 		
appear in a new version of the Beatles’ Sgt. 		
Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band album cover
– celebrating the influential people of his life.
H	He has a boat named after him
In 2016, a British polar research ship was named
RRS Sir David Attenborough in his honour.
H Sir David is the only person to have won a 		
BAFTA in black and white, colour, HD and 3D
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A beautiful tranquil space
oozing with Norfolk’s creativity

Norfolk’s got

TALENT

Founder of Norfolk by Design,
Davina Barber champions local artists,
craftspeople and designer-makers. Her
newly opened Beach House Brancaster
holiday let showcases the region’s artists.
She talks to Amanda Morison about her
design inspirations, and why art is so
important to a family home

The house showcases local
artist/design pieces and
are available to buy.

INTERIORS

Were you interested in
art at school?
At Tudor Hall I was asked
not to do art GCSE because
I was so bad! But I studied
Art History for A Level with
the brilliant teacher Crispin
Robinson (now Second
Master at Stowe School),
and he inspired my love
of looking at art. I went
on to read Art History
at Bristol University where
Tim Mole taught us about the
link between art and landscape
gardening. Trips to Florence
and Paris spurred on my
appreciation, and we try and
take our children somewhere
cultural each year.
Was your early career artistic?
I worked for two art dealers.
One specialised in Old Masters,
but it was at the Timothy
Taylor Gallery where I began
to appreciate Modern and
Contemporary Art. I had little
interest in design at that point
and it wasn’t until I was buying
second-hand furniture for
our home in Norfolk that my
interest in design came about
via a Gio Ponti chair at Newark
Antiques fair.
Where did you get the idea for
Norfolk by Design?
Pre/during/post kids (I have
four) I set up a
business sourcing
Gio Ponti’s
mid-century
furniture inspired
Davina’s design
interest, and a
coral light by
Charlotte Packe
above.

furniture and art for private
clients. A friend Emma
Deterding of Kelling Designs,
encouraged me to make use of
the wealth of talent in Norfolk.
We started something called
the Creative Lunch to
get creatives together
to see how we could
help one another. This
led to a show of work
and it grew from there.
Tell us about your
favourite artistic finds?
There are many talents making
beautiful pieces using natural
materials: innovative shell
artists Blott Kerr-Wilson and
Carolyn Brookes-Davies, Tim
Plunkett who makes elegant
furniture from locally sourced
wood, and Charlotte Packe’s
delightful lighting.
Describe your style?
Eclectic! I love inherited pieces
with contemporary art and
throw in finds bought on
our travels. Everything in our
house revolves around the art.
We’ve just re-done our kitchen
to create a load more wall space
for paintings and drawings.
What interior design tips
would you give a young family?
Buy hardcore paint, avoid
slippery flooring and put lots
of drawers in your kitchen. Buy
furniture from local auction
houses or artisans, or get a
woodman to make you a chest
of drawers from locally sourced
wood. It will last longer than
anything from a catalogue. I’m
also a fan of interesting art in
children’s bedrooms. It might

inspire, and as much as we love
Mrs Tiggywinkle no one wants
her on a wall after the age
of eight!
What was your vision for Beach
House Brancaster?
I knew I wanted something
light, airy, clean and crisp. We’ve
punctuated it with artwork,
lighting and furniture from our
stable of Norfolk by Design
artists. All the wood in the
house, from the elm vanity units
to the sycamore coffee table,
is sourced from Norfolk and
made by local craftsman. Being
a holiday let it can’t have too
much stuff - the opposite to our
home where I tend to put things
up high and let the children
rollerskate around it!
Your proudest achievement
with the Beach House?
It’s different to a run-of-themill holiday home, and I’m
proud to support our local
environment and artisans. I also
hope it reflects Norfolk’s vast
skies and beautiful landscapes.
Do you have a
motto to live by?
I just read Roald
Dahl’s Billy and
the Minpins to my
children. “Above
all, watch with glittering eyes
the whole world around you
because the greatest secrets
are always hidden in the most
unlikely places”.
beachhousebrancaster.com
norfolk-by-design.com
To book the Beach House, call
07967 369573 / 01760 755618
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BATTERED B L AC K B OOK
FA M I LY S E RV I C E S FOR P R IVATE C L IENTS

Travel | Property | Art | Recruitment | Wellbeing | Philanthropy | Events | Administration
www.thebbbook.com info@thebbbook.com +44207 138 3556

TRAVEL

My wonderful
wilderness

PHOTOGRAPHY: © SHUTTERSTOCK

Home for 10 year old Fynn Carey is
Laikipia Wilderness Camp in northern
Kenya. We asked him (and his mum)
about his life living in the bush
What’s your house like?
The house is made of chicken
wire and mud and has a tin roof.
It’s really noisy when it rains.
Do you have brothers or sisters?
I have brothers, Tristan and Rafe.
Tristan and I get into trouble for
raiding the storeroom and eating
things in the fridge that are
meant for guests. Mum goes mad
and says it won’t be long before
we’re raiding the booze and then
we’ll be in real trouble!
Do you have any pets?
We had a pet eagle owl which
we found in a dry river bed after
his nest got raided. He was really
tame and used to sit in people’s
bathrooms. He even got in the
shower with one of the guests
and showered next to her - that
was so funny. He slowly went
back to the wild and started
catching his own prey until one
day he was gone. We’ve also got
our dog Boris and when it rains
we go rafting on the river with
him. He is huge, weighing 40 kg
but he loves going down rapids.

Bush sleeping in cos
What’s your
You hear hyenas and
y safari tents
favourite animal?
lions at night, and
I love wild dogs; their puppies
sometimes a buffalo grunting
are so cute. They aren’t scary and
which is an alarm call when they
once, one sniffed my foot.
have seen something like a lion.
What’s it like when other
It’s really exciting. Fishing is fun
children come on safari?
too. Sometimes you catch tilapia,
I love it! There’s so much to do
which are tasty, but mostly we
here. There are lots of animals
get catfish – which aren’t!
like lions and elephants but kids
What’s the best thing to learn?
mostly get excited to do fun stuff
It’s fun to teach children about
like looking for scorpions with
tracks. You can tell a lion track
our special torch that makes
as it’s got three pads at the
them glow in the dark. We
back, and dogs have
always have grown-ups with us
two, like hyenas. You
and we’re not allowed to pick up
can see if a track is
scorpions ourselves in case you
fresh as the edges are
get stung. My dad got stung once
sharp and nothing has
and went crazy, it was so sore.
gone over the top of it.
ts
Unu sual pe
What should every visitor do?
Photography is really
Fly-camping. The best place we
cool too, and kids enjoy
go is this valley where there are
taking pictures of animals even if
owls and leopards. We cook beef
they haven’t ever done it before.
fillet on a fire and then we sleep
Laikipia Wilderness is one of
on bedrolls around the fire or
many family friendly safari camps
in see-through tents so you can
available through safari experts
look up and see the stars.
Aardvark Safaris. For more

information on this and all their
safaris please contact 01980 849160
or see aardvarksafaris.com

Boris wit

h Fynn, A

nnabelle

& Rafe
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Access the best holiday homes in France and Italy.
A bespoke villa ﬁnding and villa owner advisory
service from an independent travel expert.

Book now for half term and summer 2019
Contact Rachel to arrange a consultation:
07983 801 337
rachel@rachelsvillaholidays.com
rachelsvillaholidays.com

TRAVEL
El Nido, Philippines
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Postcard from

SOUTH-EAST
ASIA
The Marcos Bancroft Cookes from Daneshill
School take their girls on an epic adventure…

Where did you go on your
family adventure?
We took three months out to
travel around New Zealand,
Australia, the Philippines,
Thailand, Laos, Cambodia and
Sri Lanka, complete with hiking
boots and rucksacks.
Why those particular places?
We wanted to spend meaningful
time with our girls, something
all working parents find so
hard to do. To enjoy the magic
of showing them ‘real’ travel,
exploring remote corners of the
world and seeing how others live.
What were the trip highlights?
The list is endless, but certainly

our two week volunteering
program spent teaching English
to children in a remote village
on one of the Philippines most
beautiful, but impoverished
islands. The girls adapted almost
immediately to basic living
conditions with bucket showers,

Girls on tour

no basins and all manner of
enormous insects! Also, our trip
down the Mekong to arrive at
one of my now favourite places
on earth, Luang Prabang.
Where there any low points?
Perhaps our second volunteering
camp, a truly insufferable,
asbestos-ridden, 45 degree
furnace of an elephant
conservation camp in Sri Lanka
with shared dormitory and no
proper mosquito nets!
Was there a piece of kit that you
wouldn’t travel without?
Packing cells. The girls had a list
of their (minimal) wardrobe, and
knew what went in each cell. No
need to unpack – everything is
folded and ready to use.
Your advice to others thinking
of doing the same?
Ignore the naysayers who say
that your children will miss
schoolwork and find it hard
to catch up, or that ‘they are
too young to remember’ a big
adventure. It is simply not true.
Write a blog and make your
children keep a travel journal –
it’s a thing of beauty they will
treasure forever.
Your next big adventure?
Hopefully, South America next
December, researching a few
volunteering programs in the
Galapagos.
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THE VALUE

O RO U G H O F E A L I N G

Allta

Contemporary Tailoring for Tall Women

THE LUXURY

THE LIFESTYLE

Yours from £295,000

High spec 1 bedroom suites and 1 & 2 bedroom
apartments with lifestyle facilities to include terrace lounge,
screening room, gym, sauna, steam room, hot desks and 24
hour concierge. 6 minutes walk from Central Line services
direct to the West End in 20 minutes.
Marketing & Show Suite Open 7 Days
Westgate House, London W5 1YY

020 3409 2284

galliardhomes.com

IN JOINT VENTURE WITH

Price correct at time of going to press. All images shown are for illustrative purposes only.

PROPERTY
ACQUISITION &
RELOCATION

Designed to fit the taller frame, an Allta jacket
gives you the confidence to achieve your goals

www.allta.co.uk

Winton & Winton Solicitors
Providing advice of the highest
calibre (without City overheads)
commercial | corporate
IP | data protection | HR

Tessa Lamb Ltd is an independent Property Search,
Relocation and Acquisition service.

ages

BERKSHIRE HAMPSHIRE OXFORDSHIRE
tess@tessalamb.com | 07776 131 163 | www.tessalamb.com

charlotte@winton.biz
t: 01635 814418 m: 07980 214 727
www.wintonwinton.com

TRAVEL
San Francisco
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Postcard from

AMERICA

California Dreaming with the Firth family from
Sherborne School and Marlston School

Where did you go on your
family adventure?
We travelled up the West Coast
of California, starting in LA,
then visited a ranch in Solvang
and on to San Francisco, Lake
Tahoe, Death Valley and Las
Vegas. We ended with a 6-day
RV trip round the Canyons.
Why that particular place?
Our eldest was about to start
boarding school and he wanted
to have the trip of a lifetime.
We felt America had everything
to offer.
What were the trip highlights?
The Alisal Guest Ranch in
Solvang - it’s a dude ranch!
Lots of riding and rounding up
cattle. I loved the fact it was quite

old fashioned and
that the boys had to
wear jackets at
dinner. We also
all loved San
Francisco and
became slightly
obsessed with
Alcatraz. Las Vegas
was definitely worth

The Firths with their RV

a visit, but perhaps next time
around we’ll go without the
children in tow!
Where there any low points?
We couldn’t visit Yosemite as
there was a big fire so we went
to Lake Tahoe instead which
meant missing the white water
rafting. Oh, and on the RV
trip you had to empty all the
contents of the bathroom down
a hose… you definitely need a
strong stomach for that!
Was there a piece of kit that
you wouldn’t travel without?
I’d say Sat Nav and a really
comfy pair of walking
boots, otherwise you
can get it all
whilst you’re
out there –
America literally
has EVERYTHING.
Your advice to others
thinking of doing the same?
Our trip took a lot of
planning. You need to prebook everything as Summer is
super busy. If you are planning
an RV trip it’s worth having
a professional company to
organise it all for you. They
booked all of the parks in
advance for us as we wouldn’t
have known where to start.
Your next big adventure?
Hopefully Sri Lanka.
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The Business Club Directory

Exquisite gifts & photo frames
*New print & fit service available

www.addisonross.com

Natural Hair and Body Products
for Teens by 31st State.

www.31st-State.Com

@31stState

help@31st-state.com

iridiumstyle.co.uk
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furniture, accessories and lighting
SPECIALISTS IN PERIOD & COUNTRY HOMES
HAMPSHIRE www.anscombeandsons.co.uk

SHOP NOW

To join call: 01256-223060

Discover our range of luxury

The Business Club Directory

Luxury Ski Holidays
Chalets & Hotels
www.camelsnow.com

Caring support for your loved one
A variety of person-centred support packages
to help individuals continue to live independently.
www.banyancare.co.uk 0118 207 3000

To join call: 01256-223060

VILLA OLIVEIRA

Exquisite retreat in the heart of the Algarve...
only a stones throw from the entertainments of
Vilamoura Marina Bookings: 07808 299492

The Business Club Directory

Discover Yorkshire's finest holiday homes
in coast, moor and deepest dale...

gorgeouscottages.com | 01642 263 249

Non invasive
alternatives to
Botox & fillers
with clear results

AESTHETIC STUDIO ALRESFORD | LONDON

www.sallycurson.co.uk

To join call: 01256-223060

The Business Club Directory

Your local Jaguar
Land Rover Approved
Service Centre
SERVICE | REPAIR | WARRANTY | MOT | TYRES
A bespoke holiday
villa finding service
for villa guests
and owners.
France & Italy.
Contact Rachel for a free consultation on
07983 801 337 or rachel@rachelsvillaholidays.com

rachelsvillaholidays.com

PetsPyjamas
NO. 1 FOR

Dog-friendly Travel
£25 OFF ALL TRAVEL BOOKINGS *

To join call: 01256-223060

*Bookings made over £250 or min two nights. See T&C’s for full terms

The Lygon Arms I High Street I Broadway I WR12 7DU
01386 852 255 I www.lygonarmshotel.co.uk

15% DISCOUNT

On Replacement Brake Discs & Pads*
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Taylor’s Service Centres
Great Dunmow
01371 483 022
www.taylorscentres.co.uk

Look good
on the slopes

The Business Club Directory

BRITISH MADE SKI WEAR
FOR MEN & WOMEN
www.snowfinel.co.uk

PHILIPPA LONDON
Beautiful pieces from natural beginnings

www.philippalondon.com

Free Network | Advice Hub | Information
Returnships & Permanent Opportunities | Success Stories
Return-to-Work Events | Coaching Support
www.womenreturners.com

WRPNetwork

@womenreturners

To join call: 01256-223060

THE RETURN TO WORK SPECIALISTS

HEAD SPACE

would be perfect.
Who or what inspired
Greatest all time movie?
you to teach?
I love films but if
My father. He was a
I have to choose
Housemaster at Rossall
one it would be
in Lancashire for
The Sound of Music
eighteen years. In fact
– it can still make
many of my family are
me cry.
teachers so you could say
What was your
it is in the blood.
favourite subject
Do you have an all-time
at school?
favourite book?
French, even though I
Middlemarch by George
did a History degree.
Eliot. I’ve read it many
Any signature dishes?
times and never tire of it.
I cook a mean curry.
What sort of music do
One thing you always
you listen to?
make sure you have on
Favourite piece
your desk?
or song?
A bottle of water.
A variety,
Why, in your opinion is
depending on
your school best?
my mood! My
The quality of the staff,
favourites are Mozart’s
Stephen Ilett, Head of Port Regis
both academic and nonHorn Concerto No 4 and
School, Dorset, tells us what makes
academic. They truly are
Fix You by Coldplay.
him tick at school and beyond
phenomenal.
Favourite play or
What three things
musical?
do you need to be a
Guys and Dolls
successful
headmaster?
Your personal motto in life?
If you were invisible for the day
Focus,
compassion
and a good
You only get out of life what you
what would you do?
sense
of
humour.
put in to it.
Have a seat at the Cabinet table
Best advice you would give your
If you could only bring 3 things
at No 10, Downing Street.
new school joiners?
to a desert island what
What is your greatest
Give everything a go, always try
would they be?
achievement?
your hardest and remember that
My 7 iron, a bag of golf
I came to teaching later in life,
these are some of the best days
balls and my wife – to
following a career in the City,
of your life.
collect the golf balls!
and have been lucky enough to
In one sentence, what is your
Who would your five ideal
be Headmaster of two wonderful
school’s ethos?
dinner guests be
schools - Milbourne
To provide a broad, world-class
(famous, living
Lodge, and now Port Regis.
education that enables each
or dead)?
If you weren’t headmaster,
and every child to flourish
Napoleon, Judy
what would your dream
intellectually, emotionally,
Dench, David
job be?
physically and personally, well
Attenborough, Jane
Travel writer. Michael
prepared for their future.
Austen and CB Fry.
Palin’s job looks like it
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HEAD space

‘‘It is possible to go and do anything after coming here.’’
TATLER SCHOOLS GUIDE 2018

A world-class education in
the heart of the countryside
A co-educational day and boarding school from 2-13

t. 01747 857914 | www.portregis.com | e. admissions@portregis.com

MADE IN

BRITAIN
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